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Allende & Brea is one of the largest and most prestigious full‐service law firms in Argentina, focusing primarily on the
business community.
The firm has specialists in all branches of law, qualified to provide its clients with practical business solutions that are
viable, innovative when necessary, and always cost effective. With offices in Buenos Aires, and a worldwide network of
correspondents developed over many years of cross‐border practice, Allende & Brea can provide access to global legal
assistance for its local clients.
The firm is organized into teams, each focusing on a specific industry or area of legal discipline. Depending on the scale
and complexity of each case, we either provide a single attorney or put together a task force of appropriate size. Each
client is assigned a supervising partner familiar with that client’s business activities and legal needs and who is
responsible for the overall relationship. Almost all of Allende & Brea's lawyers began their careers at the firm. This gives
them a sense of belonging, promotes teamwork and guarantees consistency in the quality of work product. Moreover,
many lawyers at Allende & Brea have completed graduate programs in the US or Europe and have worked as foreign
associates at leading law firms, returning with crucial exposure to the common law system and global practice.

Allende & Brea’s practice embraces the full spectrum of corporate matters, including joint ventures, mergers and
acquisitions, banking, securities and financing, bankruptcies and reorganizations, foreign investments, government
negotiations, insurance and reinsurance, oil, gas, mining and natural resources, litigation and arbitration, labor, tax and
environmental law and other regulatory matters, communications and broadcasting, intellectual property, real estate
and other related transactions.

For more information regarding Allende & Brea please contact Pablo Louge.

